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Trocadéro by Ramón Esteve
Talenti, flagship of Made in Italy in the world for the outdoor, presents the new
collections signed by names of excellence. Seats, tables and accessories for
outdoor that inspire relax and comfort, able to excite and furnish spaces with
elegance, functionality and a unique style. Beautiful furnishings, created with
attention to each single detail and made with refined finishes and materials but also
practical and pleasant to live.
The furniture of this collection revisit the stylistic features of that era, preserving its
romanticism. The simple lines of Trocadéro make the collection contemporary and
able to adapt to both public and private spaces. The materials chosen are in line
with current trends: aluminum for the bended frame and “pendant” or natural teak
armrests.

Cavatorta Group Companies
Cavatorta Group companies produce a wide range of high quality wire mesh
products for a variety of residential, industrial and sports applications, for the
building industry, agricolture and gardening. Cavatorta also has a complete range of
galvanized and plastic coated wire, nails – including masonry nails - and accessories
designed to meet various demands. The history of Cavatorta Group started in 1961
with the construction of the first factory in Parma (Italy). The business operated in the
production of fencing systems, to which later we added the works of wire drawing
and galvanizing. The widening of the range continued with the production of welded,
galvanized and plastic coated wire. Today Cavatorta is an international group with
production factories in Italy, France and Romania, subsidiaries in Great Britain,
Portugal and the United States and distributors in over fifty countries.

Bonaldo, Made in Italy design
with an international soul
Set up in 1936, Bonaldo has been developing around three cornerstones:
passion, quality and research. In over 80 years of business specializing in
the production of design furniture and accessories, the company has always
focused on collaborations with established designers from all over the world,
thus confirming its international bent. All Bonaldo's collections are based
on some distinctive elements, such as color, harmony of shapes and lines,
functionality. These are particularly evident in the Big Table, designed by Alain
Gilles, which this year celebrates its 10th anniversary and still represents
Bonaldo's iconic product, and in the most recent designs, such as the Art table
by Gino Carollo.

DVO office furniture
DV913-Vigo is an executive furnishing collection designed to give a strong and
distinctive personality to the office. In this concept, the table is a work of architecture
on a reduced scale, a meticulous design element in which the important thickness
characterizes the sides and the robust worktops. The sculptural contrast of weights
and volumes fully identifies the spirit of the Vigo collection.
DVO S.P.A. offers a wide range of operative and executive office furniture, giving
the possibility to create customized products. These features, combined with the
customer service and the prompt deliveries, were the starting points for the fast
growth of the company, which today distributes its products in over 100 countries.

TALENTI Srl
Zona Industriale Loc. Le Capanne
05021 Acquasparta (Tr) Italy
phone +39 0744 930747
www.talentisrl.com
customerservice@talentisrl.com

TRAFILERIA E ZINCHERIA
CAVATORTA
Via Repubblica, 58
43121 Parma (Italy)
phone +39 (0)521 221411
fax +39 (0)521 221414
www.moonline.cavatorta.it/en/
offices2@cavatorta.it

BONALDO Spa
Via Straelle, 3
35010 Villanova di Camposampiero
(PD) Italy
phone +39 049 9299011
www.bonaldo.it
bonaldo@bonaldo.it

DVO Spa
Via XX Settembre, 272
33080 Roveredo in Piano (PN) Italy
phone +39 0434 386 111
www.dvo.it
info@dvo.it
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DV910 / OXFORD
design Antonio Morello

